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Turning Hard Times into Good Times
Tuesday at 12 Noon Pacific
June 28th 2011:Profiting From and Protecting Yourself
Against Government Incompetence
Doug Casey & Rick Rule not only understand how
socialist/fascist policies destroy lives and usher in poverty.
They have employed their understanding of global markets to
turn negative policies into wealth generating for their followers.
They will share some of their original insights about the debt,
equity, commodity and precious metals markets with you.
Rule recently sold some of his assets to Sprott Asset
Management for whom he is now an adviser. Why did he do
so and is that a reflection of his view on the markets? We will
ask him. Best selling author Doug Casey, who has built a very
success
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Doug Casey
Doug Casey is a highly respected author, publisher and professional investor. He
literally wrote the book on profiting from periods of economic turmoil: Crisis Investing
spent multiple weeks as #1 on the New York Times bestseller list and became the
best-selling financial book of 1980 with 438,640 copies sold. He received the largest
advance ever paid for a financial book at the time with his next book, Strategic Investing,
and his book The International Man was the most sold book in the history of Rhodesia.
He has been a featured guest on hundreds of radio and TV shows, including David
Letterman, Merv Griffin, Charlie Rose, Phil Donahue, Regis Philbin, Maury Povich, NBC
News and CNN; and ha
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Rick Rule
Mr. Rule has dedicated his entire adult life to many aspects of natural resource
securities investing. In addition to the knowledge and experience gained in a long and
focused career, he has a worldwide network of contacts in the natural resource and
finance worlds. As Director, President, and Chief Executive Officer of Sprott US
Holdings, Inc., Mr. Rule leads a highly skilled team of earth science and finance
professionals who enjoy a worldwide reputation for resource investment
management. Mr. Rule is a frequent speaker at industry conferences, and is
interviewed for numerous radio, television, print and online media outlets concerning
natural resource investment and industry topics
Read more
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